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On behalf of the IBM Center for The Business of Government, we are pleased to release 
this new report, Strengthening the Future of the AUKUS Partnership, by Michael 
Cohen with the National Security College of Australian National University, and Chris 
Nott, IBM global chief technology officer for Defence and Security .

This new report addresses how best to collaborate across government and industry 
among the three AUKUS nations—Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States—in order to implement this historically important security agreement effectively .  
The authors focus specifically on how AUKUS stakeholders can leverage technology and 
innovation, from cloud computing and cybersecurity to artificial intelligence and quan-
tum computing, to establish a sustainable and enduring strategy that enhances security, 
especially across the Indo-Pacific region .

The authors’ work complements our Center’s ongoing focus on how best to manage 
major global initiatives that promote security interests across nations . This includes our 
recent series of reports on visualizing information operations in defense settings with the 
Institute for the Study of War, as well as two recent reports on how Australian agencies 
are providing a model for other nations on how AI and emerging technologies can be 
implemented in a way that builds public trust .

We hope that AUKUS leaders and stakeholders find this report helpful in framing inno-
vation that drives the path forward for implementing this vital partnership .

Foreword

Daniel J . Chenok

Daniel J . Chenok 
Executive Director 
IBM Center for The Business of Government 
chenokd@us .ibm .com
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Preface

New threats and domains for warfare continually emerge . These include cyber and space 
along with disruptive technologies like artificial intelligence (AI) and quantum . Dealing with 
these threats necessitates an enhanced partnership across governments and within industry . 

Achieving full mission readiness is becoming increasingly complex and requires dynamic 
defence technology solutions . Securing and protecting people, nations, and information is 
impacted by a multitude of challenges including COVID-19, climate change, and an increas-
ingly hostile edge to global strategic competition .

On 15 September 2021, the leaders of Australia, the United Kingdom (UK), and the United 
States (U .S .) jointly announced the AUKUS partnership . They resolved to “deepen diplo-
matic, security, and defence cooperation in the Indo-Pacific region to meet the challenges of 
the 21st century .”

Many would identify these three nations as partners in the strongest interstate alliances in 
existence today . The creation of AUKUS to help equip Australia with nuclear powered sub-
marines and other technological upgrades should increase the already strong foundations 
that Australia, United Kingdom, and United States share . 

To deter threats from China and defend allied interests throughout the Indo-Pacific, the 
U .S ., UK, and Australia therefore require strong military strategy coordination processes and 
more operational regional and contingency planning mechanisms . To deter and defend 
against the full spectrum of threats in the region, the AUKUS partners need to develop inte-
grated and combined approaches to these challenges . A recent report from Ashley 
Townshend and David Santoro1 concluded that “the United States and Australia should 
gradually pursue collective deterrence goals by co-developing new warfighting concepts, 
enhancing technological development and experimentation, and advancing combined capa-
bility, interoperability, and force posture objectives .” Increasingly sophisticated and resilient 
information sharing mechanisms will come to loom increasingly large in this mix . 

Regarding AUKUS, most attention has focused on the Pillar 1 provision of nuclear powered 
submarines, but the spate of Pillar 2 technology and related components will be realised 
much earlier and “used” more frequently . How Washington, London, and Canberra go about 
conceptualisation, implementation, and data management will determine how they meet 
this challenge .

The AUKUS partners will face an unprecedented set of challenges and must find new and 
creative solutions to old and emerging problems . High technology bifurcation and decou-
pling between China and its partners and customers from the G7 and Quadrilateral Security 
Dialogue presents a need for new information access techniques and specific technological 
and knowledge solutions . AUKUS presents many opportunities to do this . 

Putting information at the heart of decision making and collaboration offers important 
opportunities to meet these challenges . The post-9/11 homeland security agenda expanded 
intelligence sharing to also include counter-terrorism and countering violent extremism, 
cybercrime, encryption, and foreign investment in critical infrastructure . 

1. https://ipdefenseforum.com/2021/02/operationalizing-deterrence-in-the-indo-pacific/.

https://ipdefenseforum.com/2021/02/operationalizing-deterrence-in-the-indo-pacific/
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Meeting Challenges
Today, however, the AUKUS partners will have to meet the challenges ahead regarding under-
sea capabilities, quantum technologies, AI and autonomy, advanced cyber, hypersonic and 
counter hypersonic capabilities, electronic warfare, and further innovation . 

What is needed, as Priya Chacko and Jeffrey Wilson2 pointed out, are “functional cooperation 
programs in areas where the governments share both outlook and interests .” Regarding AI, 
AUKUS partners need to continue discussing legal and oversight frameworks and potential 
future uses . 

The AUKUS partners will need to develop and foster trilateral initiatives to pool research  
and development of leading-edge capabilities . As Rory Medcalf and Veerle Nouwens3 have 
pointed out, this could also involve bilateral pilot programs in AI, quantum computing, new 
submarine detection technologies and/or unmanned underwater vehicles to galvanise trilateral 
AUKUS cooperation . 

Sharing confidential sensitive cybersecurity intelligence raises challenges for organizations 
and states that stem from technological, organizational, institutional, and social challenges . 
Effective sharing of cybersecurity intelligence may therefore require the adoption of new tech-
nologies, and the development and implementation of organizational processes and new 
methodological applications or at least approaches to common problems . 

This will likely require new infrastructure, tools, and technical elements to generate, 
consume, and share cybersecurity intelligence .4 States and organizations need to strike a 
balance between leveraging and utilising their extant systems, processes, and technologies, 
and adapting and refining these to new and over the horizon threats and models .

2. https://perthusasia.edu.au/getattachment/Our-Work/Australia,-Japan-and-India-A-trilateral-coalition/PU-175-AJI-Book-WEB(2).pdf.
aspx?lang=en-AU.
3. https://nsc.crawford.anu.edu.au/publication/19833/australia-and-united-kingdom-indo-pacific-security-agenda-revitalised-partnership.
4. Kolini and Janczewski, https://aisel.aisnet.org/cais/vol50/iss1/2/.

https://perthusasia.edu.au/getattachment/Our-Work/Australia,-Japan-and-India-A-trilateral-coalition/PU-175-AJI-Book-WEB(2).pdf.aspx?lang=en-AU
https://perthusasia.edu.au/getattachment/Our-Work/Australia,-Japan-and-India-A-trilateral-coalition/PU-175-AJI-Book-WEB(2).pdf.aspx?lang=en-AU
	https://nsc.crawford.anu.edu.au/publication/19833/australia-and-united-kingdom-indo-pacific-security-agenda-revitalised-partnership
https://aisel.aisnet.org/cais/vol50/iss1/2/
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Regarding technology, signature-based anomaly detection capabilities such as firewalls, proxies, 
and anti-malware fail to provide reliable detection or protection against new zero-day vulnerabili-
ties that use multi-vector and multistage methods .5 Active and effective sharing in effective 
cybersecurity intelligence offers cyberspace situational awareness and increases the probability 
that earlier successful adversary techniques and strategies will be less effective over time . 

High quality and actionable cybersecurity intelligence tends to reduce uncertainty in cyber-
space operations and looms large in effective cybersecurity intelligence sharing . The provision 
of such reliable and superior cybersecurity intelligence from more experienced organizations 
and government agencies can also incentivise less resourced and experienced organizations to 
participate in such intelligence sharing initiatives .6 

Cybersecurity intelligence operational complexity related to data volume and variety, quality, 
intelligence enrichment difficulties, and automation complexities can also impede success . The 
challenge here is scaling and integrating different intelligence sources . Interoperability between 
cybersecurity intelligence platforms improves network quality and provides more reliable and 
timely intelligence . Given the different resources and foci of the AUKUS partners, much work 
is required to streamline these processes . 

Organizational factors also offer robust and durable processes and procedures to create, con-
sume, and/or share cybersecurity intelligence . Organizations and states operate in an increas-
ingly interconnected environment where ultimate performance increasingly depends on 
cooperation with and success of others . Weaker or absent network nodes can increase the vul-
nerability of the network . Organizations orientations to collaborative cybersecurity intelligence 
will depend on which organizations have and have not already committed to participate . 
Organizations require confidence in interest convergence over the short and long run, and this 
may require scalable gains in cooperation between the AUKUS partners . 

Collaboration Underpins Success
AUKUS partners need to build on the September 2022 Five Partners Ministerial commitment 
to contribute a whole-of-society effort to this endeavour with the private sector as a critical 
partner to strengthen collaboration on global, values-based data security within democratic 
frameworks . A continuous expansion of joint efforts to counter cybersecurity threats and 
ensure the security and resilience of emerging technologies and critical infrastructure and 
improve public awareness is required . This includes the implementation of domestic legislation 
on mandatory incident reporting . 

Partners need to continue to develop and share lessons learned from “acute, emerging and 
chronic crises” to collectively improve resilience . As Five Eyes Law Enforcement Group 
Commissioner Reece Kershaw stated in May 2023, “We must be unapologetically proactive 
and innovative in how we identify and disrupt threats .” As National Crime Agency (NCA) 
Director Graeme Biggar stated, “We must continue to share information, intelligence, and best 
practices, enabling us to keep pace with the criminals and the technology they use to stay one 
step ahead of them both domestically and internationally .”7 

5. Brown, S., Gommers, J., & Serrano, O. (2015). From cyber security information sharing to threat management. In Proceedings of 
the 2nd ACM Workshop on Information Sharing and Collaborative Security.
6. Robinson, N., & Disley, E. (2012). Incentives and challenges for information sharing in the context of network and information 
security. ENISA. Retrieved from https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/incentives-and-barriers-to-information-sharing.
7. https://www.acic.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases-and-statements/five-eyes-law-enforcement-group-meets-australia-combat-
serious-crime.

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/incentives-and-barriers-to-information-sharing
https://www.acic.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases-and-statements/five-eyes-law-enforcement-group-meets-australia-combat-serious-crime
https://www.acic.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases-and-statements/five-eyes-law-enforcement-group-meets-australia-combat-serious-crime
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Partners need to consolidate and create new forums for sharing ideas and consolidating har-
monisation, extending research and development capabilities at reduced cost, minimising 
duplication, and strengthening interoperability . 

It is vital that industry contributes to the goals and aspirations of AUKUS and its partners . 
Global public-private partnerships, built in a collaborative fashion and using company foot-
prints in each of the partner countries, will underpin the success of the agreement . Ranging 
from the obvious to the subtle, there are three key pathways where support is needed: 

1 .  Knowledge Sharing. At one level this is a simple case of raising awareness of programs 
delivered to each partner; at another level, it requires the removal of barriers that limit 
the transfer of that same work . 

2 .  Growth of Sovereign Capabilities. Access to global supply chains is one aspect,  
but greater efficiencies may be gained by building industry capability to meet  
sovereign needs . 

3 .  Workforce Allocation. Linked to sovereign capability, the ability to move talent between 
partner countries to improve the speed of technological innovation is vital . 

In combination, these pathways will not only improve regional security—they can also drive 
transformational change across the partners’ economies .

These challenges are substantial . AUKUS partners require decision superiority, systems com-
monality, innovation pull through, industry collaboration and skill building in undersea capa-
bilities, quantum technologies, AI and autonomy, advanced cyber, hypersonic and counter 
hypersonic capabilities, electronic warfare, innovation, and information sharing . This report 
details how the AUKUS partners can best proceed to meet this spate of challenges .
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Introduction

On September 15, 2021, the leaders of Australia, the United Kingdom (UK) and United 
States (U .S .) announced the creation of an enhanced trilateral security partnership called 
“AUKUS .” The agreement committed the parties to significantly deepen cooperation on a 
range of security and defence capabilities to be achieved through deeper integration of secu-
rity and defence-related science, technology, industrial bases, and supply chains .

The first pillar of the partnership is a UK-U .S . commitment to provide Australia with 
conventionally armed, nuclear-powered submarines . The three governments of Australia,  
the United Kingdom, and the United States announced more details for this pillar in  
March 2023 .

The second pillar of eight advanced capabilities in the AUKUS partnership was laid out by 
the three governments in April 2022 . This intent is oriented to providing capability that 
promotes security and stability in the Indo-Pacific region . This second pillar is the focus of 
this paper .

Beyond the enhanced security posture, there are substantial benefits to all three nations in 
combining the effort and resources of industry to accelerate innovation and adoption of 
these advanced capabilities . Sovereign requirements drive demand for new capability within 
the AUKUS nations . Nevertheless, the acceleration of innovation in emerging technologies 
offers widespread crossover opportunities benefitting other sectors, and more high value 
technical skills can raise economic productivity .
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Overarching Imperatives

To achieve the core and secondary benefits of AUKUS, three imperatives—guided by an 
overarching principle of powering decision advantage—can accelerate adoption of the 
advanced capabilities .

•	 Put data at the heart of decision making—Put data assets, products, open industry 
standards, and sharing, including AI and machine learning (ML) models, across the 
AUKUS partnership at the heart of decision making while respecting data sovereignty .

•	 Accelerated innovation and pull-through with deeper digital collaboration and skill 
development—Strengthen individual nation efforts through collaboration and adoption of 
a digital ecosystem mindset, supported by commercial efforts and the coordination of 
AUKUS-wide exploitation and acceleration . AUKUS partners also need to make the 
defence and security technology sectors highly attractive as a career choice .

•	 Harness and enable the AUKUS-wide industrial ecosystem—Bolster and track existing 
and new investments by industry in leading technology advances . Reinforce existing 
AUKUS-wide industry structures and relationships, and identify and remove inhibitors to 
market growth .

Figure 1: Putting Data at the Heart of Achieving a Free and Open Indo-Pacific
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Powering Decision Advantage . Putting data at the heart of the AUKUS adoption of 
advanced capabilities is essential to achieving a free and open Indo-Pacific . Decision advan-
tages can be sustained by exploiting unused data via data fabric endeavours across the 
three AUKUS nations and their partners .

Sound data management and governance is an essential foundation to the successful and 
responsible use of AI and automation . These efforts will need to recognise sovereign owner-
ship and control of data, which necessitate appropriate frameworks, controls, and gover-
nance that enable effective sharing . The three imperatives discussed above reinforce how 
success will be achieved, implemented through the elements shown in Figure 1 and 
addressed further below . 

Systems Commonality . Many standardisation efforts between nations and across NATO 
today facilitate interoperability . Indeed, open standards and architectures bring this benefit 
in the technology industry in general . AUKUS provides an avenue to achieve more by 
enabling reciprocal adoption of each other’s systems without any reduction in security . This 
increases harmonisation of capabilities across the nations while platform engineering 
approaches allow nation customisation on reusable core functionality .

Innovation Pull-Through . User-centric, co-creation approaches increase the successful 
deployment of innovation . This requires strong representation and commitment by stake-
holders for those who will make active operational use of the advanced capabilities . Users 
must directly participate rather than only by proxy . Contracting needs to be redesigned for 
innovation in ways that encourage experimentation and tolerate risk, failure, and learning . 
Development using advanced technologies is quite unlike acquisition of equipment, and is 
much more akin to digital ecosystem processes .

Industry Collaboration . Each AUKUS nation’s defence agencies are fortunate to have an 
ecosystem of industry partners built around trust, credibility, and capability . AUKUS provides 
an opportunity to assess and augment both the span and scope of these ecosystems with 
technology partners who are digitally native, ecosystem minded, collaborative, and fast to 
evolve . AUKUS nations can also take meaningful steps to allow industry to more easily col-
laborate, share, and exchange assets and capability in support of the advanced capabilities 
between subsidiaries in the three nations . This important evolution in culture to share within 
defined guard rails can strengthen industry’s support of the AUKUS partnership’s goals .

Build Skills. The three nations of the AUKUS partnership can take active steps to build 
skills in advanced capabilities . These are required for research, innovation, experimentation, 
and learning, as well as adoption and deployment . Adoption includes associated organisa-
tional change to maximise value from the capabilities . Defence agencies can engage with 
their industrial bases to help with learning and building capacity with countries . There  
is a scarcity in many fields today and that talent can achieve more by moving between  
the nations .
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Advanced Capabilities

Each AUKUS advanced capability maps on to the guiding themes in support of the impera-
tives . Understanding this mapping allows the first key step in knowledge sharing—what can 
be offered in support of AUKUS outcomes as shown in Figure 2 .

Figure 2: AUKUS Advanced Capability Map
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Undersea Capabilities
Harnessing data through interoperability across multiple platforms and operational sys-
tems is necessary for AUKUS to achieve the advantage offered by autonomous underwater 
vehicles as a force multiplier. Furthermore, AUKUS can ensure that flexibility is built into 
the vehicles themselves to re-task and update functionality, including deployed AI to suit 
changing conditions while adhering to navigation rules.

UK defence is leading efforts across the AUKUS nations to provide data services for remote 
and autonomous systems . This employs techniques, blueprints, and technology to integrate 
sensor data from across various platforms to increase situational awareness and improve 
vehicle performance . A data fabric can provide these data services as part of this effort .

This follows Australia’s demonstration of open architectures and industry standards in 
Autonomous Warrior 22, with an implementation of a data fabric independent of platform 
providers . A data fabric offers real-time insights for decision advantage .

U .S . defence and some equipment providers are also making use of data fabric services to 
sustain and improve mission readiness and capability of vehicles . Implementations are opti-
mising maintenance and supporting engineering resources as part of managing deployable 
assets . Greater platform reliability also protects their equity .

In 2022, the Mayflower Autonomous Ship successfully navigated the Atlantic from 
Plymouth in the UK, one AUKUS nation, to Plymouth in the U .S ., another AUKUS nation . 
Artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms, together with decision optimisation 
technology, provided the ship’s real-time monitoring and decision-making capabilities . 
Several nations are actively exploring the application of this technology in defence . This 
includes experimentation in the U .S .

Many defence departments are standardising the application platform to run on any public 
or private cloud service and on premises, and from headquarters to the edge . The UK MOD 
is adopting open source technology to achieve this for its Defence DevSecOps Service 
(D2S) . Recent advances have shown application containers scaling down, thereby opening 
up opportunities for defence at the tactical and disconnected edge . In addition, defence rec-
ognises that technology helps address the challenge of managing edge applications that 
scale across thousands of deployed platforms .

Open standards enable agility through interoperability . Many industry forums and consortia 
exist, such as OSDU (Open Subsurface Data Universe), SOSA (Sensor Open Systems 
Architecture), and trusted technology forums . Most significantly, FACE (Future Airborne 
Capability Environment) is developing vendor-neutral open standards to enable software por-
tability, reusability, and interoperability in not only U .S . military avionics, but increasingly, 
maritime and land theatres . As of 2022, it was open to Australia, Canada, New Zealand, 
and UK .
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Quantum Technologies
AUKUS will need to build quantum fluency to fully exploit the opportunities offered by 
quantum technologies. This is a combination of organisation and skills. For example, 
AUKUS can take steps to develop skills for quantum computing that are accessible to 
developers and data scientists with the tools and languages they use today.

The AUKUS partnership can begin building skills and hands-on experience in quantum com-
puting today . Open-source software development kits with runtime services allow developers 
to use quantum with the same tools, languages, and code that they are using for classical 
computing . Extensive training and education programmes also exist . Much content is freely 
available . This is helping to make the adoption of this radical new technology as frictionless 
as possible, and engendering a new generation of quantum-literate developers .

The AUKUS nations can take further advantage of expertise in quantum computing with a 
quantum accelerator . Such a strategy can help the AUKUS partnership set priorities and 
identify new opportunities, which allows quantum teams to develop skills needed to build 
quantum fluency and provides direct access to the most advanced quantum systems .

Quantum computing also offers the opportunity for much faster ‘time to answer’ in the con-
text of running complex algorithms with many dimensions . The pace of operations will only 
increase as data vital for timely and accurate decision making becomes both more available .

Finally, the opportunity that quantum computing offers also presents a challenge . Factoring 
algorithms are likely to be viable at scale on future “cryptographically relevant” quantum 
computers, posing major risks to encryption methods used in many current systems and 
communications . Quantum safe cryptography is addressed in the advanced cyber  
capability below .

AI and Autonomy
Successful use of AI is underpinned by sound data management and governance. Their 
absence presents risks to coherence, accuracy, reliability, and trustworthiness. AUKUS can 
take steps to facilitate data access through services, expose data lineage, and constantly 
monitor the performance of AI against goals when developing algorithms and through their 
operational lifetime. In addition, success requires exploiting data assets to improve sys-
tems resilience and mission capability. These together will help AUKUS build trust and 
confidence in the insights and behaviours afforded by such capabilities.

The UK Ministry of Defence published its data strategy in 2021, which forms part of the 
wider digital transformation for multi-domain integration to sustain decision advantage . The 
MOD data reference architecture provides a foundation for data management and gover-
nance within its strategy . This is shown in Figure 3 and offers the basis for consuming new 
data sources, easier access, and use of data, AI, and greater trust .
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Figure 3: Data Reference Architecture Building Blocks

All three nations have been deploying data fabric . For example, the UK MOD has been using 
it on implementations of its strategy . This has included building a data factory on top of the 
data fabric to streamline the process of setting up and running data pipelines to ingest new 
data sources . It is underpinned by a catalogue that describes the data for ease of use while 
helping implement governance controls . UK MOD is now using these data pipelines to vali-
date its data governance model and to help educate personnel with responsibility for data . 
Both are key to powering decision advantage .

This approach is being used by UK MOD to deliver data as a service for remote and autono-
mous systems . The open architecture avoids the pitfalls of approaches that have adopted a 
single, proprietary product . Furthermore, the architecture and data services APIs are reus-
able across the AUKUS partnership to promote cross-compatibility .

The use of AI with data fabric technology is enabling AUKUS to enhance situational aware-
ness and improve the speed and accuracy of decision-making processes . Advanced machine 
learning algorithms in the data fabric accelerate the preparation of data for use and aid 
enrichment, and the identification of patterns and trends .

The UK MOD delivered its first operational deployment of AI with operation SPRING STORM 
in Estonia: AI on the tactical edge . AI is used to provide insights from open source and MOD 
data . It removes the cognitive burden of data processing on the human being and transfers it 
to the computer system to speed up and optimize decision making .

With the recent emergence of generative AI, considerable effort must be made to harness 
the power of this technology in the form of military function and specific Large Language 
Models (LLMs)—including understanding of the provenance for both the algorithm and the 
training data and methods—and then to apply the technology throughout the staff functions 
as they seek to “Prepare, Generate, Deploy, Operate, Sustain, Protect and Recover” force 
elements . A combined approach to determining where and how generative AI can deliver 
real value to the defence enterprise would serve to cohere the three nations both in physical 
technology and in concepts underlying military operations in the 21st century .
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AUKUS nations can work with industry to build out the exploitation of open source intelli-
gence with a minimum viable product (MVP) for multidomain operations that augments real 
data with synthetic data, employs AI to make recommendations to assist decision making in 
command, and utilises modelling and simulation tools from the defence ecosystem to evalua-
tion courses of action . The real power of this MVP lies in its integrated workflow . This enables 
efficient management of the intelligence requirements management process .

Nevertheless, use of AI only endures if confidence is sustained . Trustworthy AI can be 
achieved using MLOps (Machine Learning continuous development Operations see Figure 4) . 
This builds users’ confidence in the AI and machine learning behind the results and recom-
mendations they see; the data, technology, and algorithms being used assist and augment 
decision making through transparency, explainability, and monitoring .

Figure 4: Trustworthy AI Using MLOps (Machine Learning continuous development Operations)

In a recent collaboration, AI algorithms were updated on a UAS (unmanned aerial system)  
in flight from detecting a target emitter to recognition, thereby enhancing situational 
awareness with better ISR data . This is an example of dynamically managing AI algorithms 
on deployed assets .
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In the undersea capabilities section above, several defence departments and equipment 
manufacturers used data for mission readiness . This includes drones and UAVs . Defence 
agencies are using data fabric technology and data science tools to optimise the use of 
engineering resources and cost . More generally, the integration of AI into existing systems 
and processes drives automation that enhances their performance .

The AUKUS nations can harness the power of data and AI technologies to improve their 
capabilities, sustain the resilience of their autonomous and AI-enabled systems, respond to 
emerging threats, and maintain advantage in a rapidly evolving environment .

Advanced Cyber
AUKUS nations can adopt zero trust and increase their cyber technical skills. In parallel, 
AUKUS should prioritise the implementation of quantum-safe cryptography in today’s sys-
tems which will be operational in the medium term, as well as future capability. This will 
necessitate a review of risk, deployed cryptography, and architectures.

Scarcity of cyber skills is a challenge across our industry . UK Defence has successfully run 
cyber aptitude testing to identify those who can most easily reskill to pursue a new career 
in this field . Recognised industry standard digital-skills education and training platforms 
(such as at https://skillsbuild .org) could be adopted to accelerate the raising of baseline 
knowledge and competence in key cyber disciplines .

The AUKUS nations have been taking steps to increase security and resilience of critical 
infrastructure . Defence in depth and zero trust approaches can help protect systems and 
networks . In addition, technologies and practices can be employed to protect data so that 
once attacked, priority operations can be quickly resumed .

Defence departments are keen to detect unknown actors on deployed networks and capabil-
ity for radio frequency device identification from signatures . 

Despite this, a major and current challenge facing the AUKUS nations is making systems 
and networks quantum safe . Quantum computing offers the potential in the not-too-distant 
future to find the prime factors of large integers used for encryption keys . This presents con-
siderable risks to our data today . Attackers will be able to:

1 . Harvest data today and decrypt it later by cracking encryption keys (if they are able to 
access future, cryptographically relevant quantum computers)

2 . Gain access to critical infrastructure through fraudulent authentication

3 . Manipulate legal history by forging digital signatures

Quantum safe cryptography is needed . The National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) announced the first algorithms for protocol standardization consideration in July 
2022 (with intent to publish formal standards in 2024) . Furthermore, the U .S . National 
Security Agency (NSA) announced a new Commercial National Security Algorithm Suite 
(CNSA) 2 .0 in September 2022 . Goals for U .S . National Security Systems to transition to 
quantum-resistant algorithms to be CNSA 2 .0 compliant for software, firmware, and cloud 
services have been set for 2025 and 2033 .
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The AUKUS nations can follow emerging quantum safe roadmaps to help them understand 
the risks to their systems and improve cryptographic governance, take steps to design better 
ways to consume cryptography, and simplify the migration to new quantum-safe cryptography .

Hypersonic and Counter-Hypersonic Capabilities
AUKUS can benefit from advances derived from scientific research conducted on high per-
formance computing. Progress can result from improvements in algorithms as well as 
increasing scalability of systems.

The UK MOD’s new Hypersonic Technologies and Capability Development Framework is spe-
cifically designed to bridge the gap between relevant research and development and useable 
capability . While still in its infancy, the Lot structure proposed under the framework empha-
sises the importance of a whole-of-industry effort to accelerate capability development . Key 
areas for support include:

Design and Integration—High-power and perhaps quantum computing to enable quicker time 
to value for the solutions to the numerous extant physics challenges . Hypersonics require and 
generate huge volumes of data . When coupled with the anticipated diversity and dispersion of 
the supply base, the need for effective data management and governance to enable timely and 
accurate decision making is significant .

Modelling, Simulation, Test, and Evaluation—The demand for high-power and perhaps quan-
tum computing to enable more and more complex models to be built and scenarios to be sim-
ulated . Quantum computing can be applied to modelling acute engineering problems found in 
the aerospace industry .

Onboard Computing—High speed data buses which connect sensors, decision makers and 
effecters with extremely low latency are anticipated to be useful . The increased adoption of 
industry and open standards for data exchange will also be a key enabler .

Electronic Warfare
AUKUS will benefit from large scale data management and governance to derive insights 
across data sources including sensors, and apply advanced analytics and AI to identify signals 
and optimise spectrum usage. Such an approach helps AUKUS build trust in data exploitation.

The AUKUS nations will need to handle large volumes of data coming off sensors with a data 
platform to fulfill this capability . The data fabric described earlier in this paper is such a foun-
dation for analytics and AI . It can be used to facilitate sharing, enhance situational awareness, 
recognise electronic signatures, improve electromagnetic spectrum management, and optimise 
its use . Robust workflows that are tightly integrated into data management systems will 
enable accurate and timely execution of decisions on spectrum management, and the effective 
continuity of key communications under sustained electronic attack .

Capabilities in this area are particularly sensitive . The UK has already demonstrated speed 
proficiency by quickly developing and maintaining applications for sensitive domains in less 
sensitive environments . Such an approach also widens access in the AUKUS partnership to 
the technology skills in the industry . Accredited implementations of techniques, technologies 
and automation with DevSecOps across security boundaries exist today . They verify compo-
nents developed on the low-side for running in sensitive environments .
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Innovation Through Collaboration
Strong leadership and sponsorship within the AUKUS partnership is a critical success fac-
tor for innovation. AUKUS can employ techniques and procurement approaches that have 
been shown to encourage and exploit innovation successfully. One contributing factor is 
taking a user-centric approach to co-creation by defence and industry. The research and 
innovation portfolio should be managed across AUKUS to embrace small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs), industry, academia, and defence, which should enable all to focus 
resources on high priority warfighting needs.

All three AUKUS nations have successfully delivered capability using military design think-
ing, to adopt new technologies and innovative approaches . The method takes a user-centric 
approach to co-creating minimum viable products . This is a quick way of deploying new 
capability, assessing value, and iteratively building out .

The International Technology Alliance in Distributed Analytics and Information Sciences 
(DAIS-ITA) is a collaborative partnership between the U .S . Army and the UK Ministry of 
Defence . It brings together researchers from U .S . Army Research Laboratories (ARL) and the 
UK Defence Science & Technology Laboratory (Dstl) to work alongside a consortium of uni-
versities and industrial research laboratories in U .S . and UK . The goal of the alliance is to 
foster collaborative fundamental research in both nations to enable secure, dynamic seman-
tically aware distributed analytics for situational understanding in coalition operations . The 
DAIS-ITA consortium has operated for ten years, resulting in major research and develop-
ment operations in both nations . Such an approach could be extended to AUKUS .

UK Defence has embraced novel contracting which specifically enables innovation: being 
descriptive rather than prescriptive in its approach . Defence has recently contracted its sec-
ond programme in this way, based on the success of the first . This second programme has 
demonstrated a frictionless way to gather data from edge devices via a lightweight API into 
a data fabric . The focus is avoiding data loss in demanding operational situations . This is an 
important example of rapid experimentation to learn and advance .

The Mission Technology Integrator (MTI) model can integrate capabilities from SMEs for 
specific defence department challenges . Defence has successfully proven the value of sev-
eral SME solutions using MTI . Again, this is a model that can be replicated .

The Mission Technology Integrator (MTI) model has proven the value of being mission led 
and integrating capabilities from SMEs into mission critical enterprise systems . In addition, 
the MTI model has driven solutions to business process related issues, like pace of onboard-
ing into primes’ approved procurement systems and the equitable handling and exploitation 
of IP . Defence agencies have successfully proven the value of several SME solutions using 
MTI . This model can be replicated and its impact amplified if coordinated with government 
innovation bodies such as the UK’s Defence Innovation Unit and National Security Strategic 
Investment Fund . 

Defence has been able to demonstrate an eight-times speed advantage in low-side innova-
tion development versus high side using DevSecOps across security boundaries described in 
the previous section . It allows access to wider specialised skills and enables innovation to 
be pulled through faster .

As a parallel industrial example, the Open Group OSDU Forum delivers an open source, 
standards-based, technology-agnostic data platform for the energy industry that stimulates 
innovation, industrialises data management, and reduces time to market for new solutions . 
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This common data platform, which has an open source, cloud-native, subsurface reference 
architecture, is being used for energy industry collaboration, with usable common implemen-
tations across industry .

Other areas for the effective management of an innovation portfolio that spans the three 
nations’ defence and technology industrial bases include the creation of focal coordination 
point offices in each nation’s defence agency, reinforcing innovation offices that already exist 
and encouraging defence and technology industry partners with tri-nation presence to estab-
lish equivalent functions . Another opportunity to accelerate innovation involves leveraging the 
presence and expand the roles of nonprofit organisations such as Armed Forces 
Communications & Electronics Association International (AFCEA), which already contributes 
significantly to government, defence, industry, and academia collaboration in the U .S . and UK .

Collectively, these are examples of managing a mission-led innovation portfolio for AUKUS 
using a federated approach which embraces the defence ecosystem, SMEs, and academia . 
AUKUS would be able to accelerate defence innovation, foster collaboration, and quickly inte-
grate commercial technologies to fulfill the partnership’s warfighting needs .

Information Sharing Across the Industrial Ecosystem
As well as improving the sharing of information across the defence departments of AUKUS, 
the partnership should facilitate corresponding mechanisms for national industry sectors. 
AUKUS can define parameters that facilitate collaboration and reuse by industry across 
nations that help support and accelerate the adoption of advanced capability by the 
AUKUS partnership.

The AUKUS partnership should enable interoperability in industry and establish a common 
information sharing platform .

The partnership can benefit from collective access to industry skills from across the three 
AUKUS nations . Sharing expertise would help accelerate innovation and the adoption of 
advanced capabilities by allowing nations to take advantage of learning from one country in 
another as a minimum . While largely internal to industry, this is dependent on the govern-
ments enabling industrial interoperability . This includes allowing infrastructure and industry 
practice collaboration across the AUKUS partners at all levels of classification . 

The current regulatory and export environment inhibits collaboration . Furthermore, opportuni-
ties may be lost due to an aversion to sharing information . Information sharing between 
nations depends on trust, security, and good governance . Coherence regarding how informa-
tion sharing is implemented in terms of processes and supporting technology can help man-
age risk . A concept of ‘share by design’ could be applied to specific subjects that would 
unlock greater potential and increase the pace of speed to value from collaboration .

As an example of an enabling technology platform, consider a secure, EAL 5+ accredited 
system with KYOK (keep your own key) . This infrastructure is protected with technical assur-
ance rather than operational assurance . The keys are protected with a FIPS 140-2 Level 4 
HSM (hardware security module) that allows compartmentalised Linux workloads to run  
on a single platform . This LinuxONE platform could be deployed in each nation to form the 
basis of secure infrastructure for information sharing across the AUKUS partnership and its 
defence ecosystem .
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The LinuxONE platform is augmented by fully homomorphic encryption (FHE), a quantum 
safe type of encryption that allows data to remain encrypted even during computations . This 
makes it more secure than traditional encryption methods and protected against future cryp-
tographically relevant quantum computers . Sensitive data can thus be shared and used for 
analytics without being decrypted and becoming vulnerable to human or cyber threats . 

It is vital that the AUKUS partnership takes an architected approach to major transformation 
and ensures that the intended commonality of systems and industrial collaboration can be 
realised in deployment . A professional architected approach can ensure that good design 
intent is supported by architectural governance and design authorities . Such discipline is 
assured through professional certification and proven methods .

In addition, for both innovation and information sharing, industry would benefit from AUKUS 
enabling more collaboration, sharing, and reuse across sectors in the three AUKUS partners . 
This should consider parameters for information sharing and capability exchange as well as 
supporting infrastructure and mutual recognition of security clearances . It should also take 
account of the dynamic between information sharing and sovereign control of data . This 
would allow industry to better help accelerate adoption of the advanced capabilities priori-
tised in the AUKUS partnership .

Conclusion

The activity and needs of AUKUS show a strong alignment with hybrid cloud as an open, 
scalable, and highly flexible enabling platform for applications coupled with AI . This is 
woven through most of the AUKUS partnership’s advanced capabilities for innovation, 
insights, and automation . AUKUS nations can and should look to the future with quantum 
computing, enabling industry to reap the benefits of potential opportunities while offering 
practical action to address today’s risks .

Industry already has many implementations of the technologies in the scope of several of the 
advanced capabilities . This offers opportunity for reuse and exploitation across the AUKUS 
partnership to raise overall capacity and effectiveness .
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Recommendations

This report concludes with the following recommends to the AUKUS partnership for 
consideration .

1 .  Adopt military design thinking to accelerate innovation and adoption of new capabili-
ties . This user-centric approach to co-creation has shown a high success rate in 
defence .

2 .  Align a research portfolio to the AUKUS partnership’s needs via a consortium that 
encompasses government, industry, and academic partners .

3 .  Facilitate technology sharing and reciprocity of capability across the AUKUS partner-
ship, potentially to include exploring a reform of export controls .

4 .  Provide the capabilities and permission for industrial collaboration across the AUKUS 
nations at all levels of classification .

5 .  Speed up the security clearance process for experts in advanced capabilities in the three 
nations and promote cross-recognition of those clearances across the AUKUS partner-
ship and its industrial ecosystem .

6 .  Establish an AUKUS quantum-safe crypto working group . 
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